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Figure 1: Powdered material interacting with a hand model. Powdered material has been thrown into the scene with a static
hand model, granular particles, dust smog, dust particles coexist during the simulation.

ABSTRACT
Powdered materials, such as sand and flour, are quite common in
nature, whose properties always range from granular particles to
smog materials under the air friction while throwing. This paper
presents a hybrid method that tightly couples APIC solver with
density field to accomplish the transformation of continuous pow-
dered materials varying among granular particles, smog, powders
and their natural mixtures. In our method, a part of the granular
particles will be transformed to dust smog while interacting with
air and represented by density field, then, as velocity decreases the
density-based dust will deposit to powder particles. We construct a
unified framework to imitate the mutual transformation process for
the powdered materials of different scales, which greatly enhance
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the details of particle-based materials modeling. We have conducted
extensive experiments to verify the performance of our model, and
get satisfactory results in terms of stability, efficiency and visual
authenticity as expected.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATIONS
In recent years, more and more researchers begin to focus on the
vivid details of natural phenomena which are usually ignored by
commonly-used models. Powdering is an interesting and common
phenomenon in real world, which contains a variety of different
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sizes of particles varying from coarse granules to fine dust parti-
cles. Of which, fine-grained dust particles may not follow other
coarse particles during throwing, due to the small size and light
weight, fine-grained dusts are more affected by air friction to float
as smog, and then gradually settle on the floor. There are many
state-of-the-art researches focus on granular material simulations,
these particle-based materials usually refer to large aggregates of
tiny solid grains with a diameter of 100µm or more [Andreotti et al.
2013], and most of the individual particles exhibit rigid proper-
ties. The most common granular material like sand can be simu-
lated as fluid motion. When the particles are stationary, sandpile
is formed according to its static friction coefficient, which is the
difference between granular material and fluid. For most of the
existing researches, granular material is usually simulated as single
kind of particles with constant size, the classical methods include
SPH [Yan et al. 2016] , PBD [Macklin et al. 2014], FLIP/PIC [Jiang
et al. 2015; Zhu and Bridson 2005] and MPM [Daviet and Bertails-
Descoubes 2016; Tampubolon et al. 2017]. However, few studies
concerns about reconstructing such a complicated process with
multiple materials yet, one of the most important challenges is how
to interactively simulate particles, smog-like dusts and their natural
inter-transitions simultaneously.

Powdered materials are similar to particle-based materials but
have more complex components. The grain size of powdered mate-
rials is usually between 30µm and 100µm, which is not a constant
but changes due to particle dispersion and aggregation, analogous
to charge accumulation phenomenon. Typical materials are flours
with diameter between 15µm and 40µm, fine-grained sand and dust
in sandstorms with diameter around 70µm, etc. Such kind of mate-
rial, when not affected by air or wind, exhibit sand-like properties:
accumulating and flowing on the ground as elasto-plastic or rigid-
plastic flow [Daviet and Bertails-Descoubes 2016]. However, when
powdered material is thrown, particles of different sizes will exhibit
different kinematic behaviors, heavy particles move fast while light
dusts particles are affected by air friction to float as smog, this
motion process is hard to be simulated with single kind of particles.
From a simplified perspective, the diameter of particles occupying
the bulk of material determines whether the property tends to be
like granular material or fog material.

To reproduce such a dust-blowing phenomenon, we aim to model
the vivid moving process of powder materials. We consider that
the behavior of powdered material is analogous to that of particle
material to some extent, which is effected mainly by contact and
dry frictions, and as a highly dissipative system the motion pro-
cedure exhibits various physical states. And the behavior of tiny
dust is analogous to smog when affected by the air friction, so we
choose density field to represent the dust smog. Our hybrid model is
built upon the flexible and effective intertwinement of the particles
system and the grid density field, wherein the distributions and
transitions of the granular particles are handled at geometry level
while the dynamics of two models are tightly coupled at physics
level. Generally speaking, the salient contributions of this paper
can be summarized as follow.

• We propose a novel hybrid framework to model powdered
materials and their natural mixtures of multi-scale particles
and dust-like smog, which can enable physics-meaningful

detail enhancement via mass-conserving smooth transition
among large particles, smog, and tiny particles.

• We formulate an efficient APIC-Density field model to simu-
late the interaction and transition among different scales of
granular particles and dust smog by introducing the rigorous
particle-smog drag force definition.

2 RELATEDWORKS
Mixing both particle approach and grid methods allows to keep
the high-resolution details from particles while relying on a back-
ground mesh to reduce the number of DoF (degrees of freedom) of
the system, as well as its computational cost. Foster and Metaxas
first introduced PIC techniques to computer graphics with liquid
simulation by solving the N-S equation on the grid, and used the la-
beled particles to track the fluid elements [Foster andMetaxas 1996].
Enright et al. proposed a Particle Level Set (PLS) method, adding
particles on both sides of the fluid surface, along with the level set
function, and updating it driven by the grid velocity field, to compen-
sate the lack of detail when the lower-level set function identifies
the fluid surface [Enright et al. 2002]. Zhu and Bridson popular-
ized the widely-used linear combination of FLIP and PIC [Zhu and
Bridson 2005], and Later Bridson et al. developed a number of ex-
tensions, including improved treatment of boundary conditions
in irregular domains and coupling with rigid bodies [Batty et al.
2007], viscosity treatment [Batty and Bridson 2008], Discontinuous-
Galerkin-based adaptivity [Edwards and Bridson 2014], multiphase
flow [Boyd and Bridson 2012] and higher-order accuracy [Edwards
and Bridson 2012]. Then, Cornelis et al. [Cornelis et al. 2014] cou-
pled high-resolution FLIP with a low-resolution implicit Smoothed
Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) from Ihmsen et al. [Ihmsen et al.
2013]. Gerszewski and Bargteil used mass-full FLIP with a unilat-
eral incompressibility constraint to resolve large-scale splashing
liquids [Gerszewski and Bargteil 2013]. Stomakhin et al. chosen to
let the particles carry more properties (such as mass and tempera-
ture) and used Material Point Method (MPM) method to couple the
particles with the grid for snow simulation [Stomakhin et al. 2013].
Later Stomakhin et al. extended this method to simulate melting
and freezing [Stomakhin et al. 2014]. Chentanez et al. coupled 3D
Euler mesh, particle and height field method to simulate large-scale
fluid scenes, simultaneously meeting the real-time interactivity of
fluid detail retention and simulation [Chentanez et al. 2015]. After
that, Ferstl et al. proposed a Narrow-Band FLIP simulation method,
which greatly reduced the number of particles needed to maintain,
and improved the FLIP simulation efficiency while maintaining
almost the same visual effect [Ferstl et al. 2016].

Affine Particle in Cell. Jiang et al. proposed APIC recently,
which achieves stability conservation when doing transfer in La-
grangian/Eulerian hybrid methods to avoid dissipation and energy
loss at the same time, it has been applied to the simulation of a va-
riety of materials [Jiang et al. 2015]. Ram and Gast et al. introduced
a new MPM-based model into the APIC method to simulate vis-
coelastic fluids, foams and sponges, and achieved good results [Ram
et al. 2015]. Daviet and Bertails et al. also successfully used APIC to
achieve continuous simulation of granular material, and the simu-
lation effect is very realistic [Daviet and Bertails-Descoubes 2016].
Then, Frost et al. created a proprietary APIC fluid solver for various
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water simulations, and applied related technologies to animation
production to get realistic visual effect [Frost et al. 2017]. Compared
to popular FLIP/PIC models, APIC can produce more smooth and
stable surfaces while simultaneously resolving more energetic fluid
details than pure FLIP methods.

Simulation of Granular Materials. Many researchers have
been successfully simulated granular materials. Bell et al. proposed
a method for simulating granular materials based on Lagrangian
particle representation [Bell et al. 2005]. Hybrid methods were
first applied to granular materials in computer graphics by Zhu
and Bridson [Zhu and Bridson 2005], they used a unified FLIP/PIC
framework to handle fluid and sand behaviors. Narain et al. ex-
tended this approach to free-flowing materials subjecting to a
maximum volume fraction constraint, and used a staggered LCP
method to account for the coupling between pressure and frictional
stress [Narain et al. 2010]. Stomakhin et al. designed an elastoplastic
model for snow simulation [Stomakhin et al. 2013], which was later
adjusted by Jiang et al. to simulate sand [Jiang et al. 2017]. Daviet
et al. proposed a semi-implicit method for continuous simulation
of granular materials based on APIC, which is better for large time
steps [Daviet and Bertails-Descoubes 2016]. After that, Tampubolon
et al. proposed a multi-category model for simulating the interac-
tion of gravity-driven landslides and debris flows with porous sand
materials and water, and realized the realistic modeling of sand
behavior with different humidity [Tampubolon et al. 2017]. Gao
et al. proposed a hybrid semi-implicit MPM method to simulate
the deposition of particle flows, they use two MPM background
grids to handle fluid and sediment two-way coupling, and achieved
good performance [Gao et al. 2018]. To conclude, simulations of
powdered/granular materials and their interactions have achieved
great success, most of the previous works simulated the granular
materials as a single component, ignoring their possibly complex
compositions and motion behaviors.

Simulation of Smog Materials. In real world, powder materi-
als may contain a variety of tiny, lightweight smog particles, which
may also be generated by granular particles when interacting with
air and other particles during motion. In 2007, Liu et al. proposed
a physics-based approach to simulate sandstorms [Liu et al. 2007],
using a relatively stable incompressible multi-fluid model to simu-
late the motion of air, sand and dust particles. Later in 2008, they
simulated a two-fluid phenomenon consisting of gas flow (wind
field) and dust particle flow in a unified framework based on a
Reynolds average two-fluid model (RATFM) [Liu et al. 2008]. Wang
et al. proposed a physics-based modeling and simulation method
that can be used to synthesize various modes of sand [Wang and Hu
2012]. And Yang et al. proposed a new hybrid Lagrangian-Eulerian
model to simulate the behavior of multi-scale droplets and mist
spray mixtures [Yang et al. 2014], which simulated water spray
with density field and built a unified transition system between
water, droplet particles and water spray.

Strongly motivated by the idea of modeling particles-density
field system [Yang et al. 2014], we aim to simultaneously simulate
individual granular particles and smog-like density field, as well as
their transformations to realize the visual-detail enhancement of
powdered materials, and accommodate physical correctness and
ensure the high-effective at same time.

Particle↔ DustParticle→Dust

APIC solver

Start
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particle
Add force

Map particle 

to grid
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Figure 2: The framework of our model.

3 METHOD OVERVIEW
The framework of our model is shown in Fig. 2. Our hybrid model
consists of two tightly-integrated parts: granular-materials-based
particle solver and dust-smog-based grid solver. The particle-based
simulation is solved by an APIC solver, which is briefly introduced
in Section 3.2. Though both fluid and powdered materials are mod-
eled by APIC, a major difference distinguishing particles from ordi-
nary fluid is the contact and dry friction, details are explained in
Section 4.1. We employ Eulerian based representation and solver to
simulate dust smog generated by atomization of granular particles,
detailed algorithm is described in Section 4.2.

3.1 Pipeline
Another important part of our model is the transition between par-
ticle and smog. As indicated with red arrows in Fig. 3, the transition
between smog and tiny dust particles is bilateral. For sand particles,
breaking into dust particles with smaller diameter occurs at posi-
tions where the movements and collisions are violent, or the contact
with air is so drastic that the particles are affected more by the air
and then split into smog. This process includes mass conservation,
which is described in Section 5.1. As for dust smog, once the density
reaches to a threshold or the movement becomes stagnant, dust
suspended in the air gather together into small dust particles, the
process is also referred to dust accumulation phenomenon, detailed
in Section 5.2.

3.2 APIC Review
Our hybrid model builds upon on APIC method, we employ this
fluid solver for granular and tiny particles. Of which, kinematic
steps are done on particles and dynamic steps are done on the grid,
which is also shown in Fig. 3. Fluid dynamics is essentially based
on Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations, which conserve both mass and
momentum:

∂ρ

∂t
+ ρ∇ · u = 0, (1)

ρ(
∂u
∂t
+ u · ▽u) = − ▽ p + µ ▽2 u + f, (2)

where ρ represents the density, u represents particle velocity, p
represents the pressure, and f represents the external force.
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For APIC, the fluid volume is represented and calculated by par-
ticles, and the N-S equations are solved with traditional Eulerian
method. The velocity, rather than the velocity change, is interpo-
lated over particles in APIC. However, there is a most crucial im-
provement: three vectors representing 3D affine velocity fields are
stored on every particle, making APIC different from PIC method.
Combined with this improvement, APIC method is able to avoid
not only the dissipation that PIC suffers from, but also the noise and
unstable behaviors that appear in FLIP. Thus, in APIC, the exact
conservation of angular momentum across the transfers between
particles and grid is available. This benefits a lot to our simulation of
powdered material, whose tangential and rotational motion affect
the simulation result so much.

Staggeredmesh has been used in our fluid simulation, we transfer
properties from particles to grids using

mn
ai =

∑
p

mpω
n
aip , (3)

mn
aiu

n
ai =

∑
p

mpω
n
aip (e

T
a u

n
p + (c

n
pa )

T (xai − xnp )), (4)

where subscript a represents x, y or z directions, subscript p and
i represents particle p and grid node i, and ea represents the unit
vector in a direction. And when interpolating back, we transfer
from grids to particles by

un+1
p =

∑
a,i

ωn
aipũ

n+1
ai ea , (5)

and
cn+1
pa =

∑
i

▽ωn
aipũ

n+1
ai . (6)

In equation 4, the weights are ωn
aip = N (xai − xnp ), N (x) is the

common trilinear interpolation kernel, and xai is the location of
a MAC grid associated with direction a.mn

ai and unai are the mass
and velocity component on the MAC grid, and cnpa is the affine
vector per axis.

As the simulation using MAC grid, particles are endowed with
mass mp , position xp , velocity up and three vectors cpa represent-
ing affine states. Relatively, properties conserved on grid are mass
mai (scalar), position xai and velocity uai . And for solid or rigid
bodies, a full affine representation of the local grid data Bp has been
used instead of cpa .

4 HYBRID MODEL FOR PARTICLES AND
SMOG

In this section, we will expound the two modeling parts of our
model, Lagrangian-particle-based particles and Eulerian-grid-based
smog. We modify the regular APIC fluid solver to handle solid
particles movements [Jiang et al. 2015], with which we are able
to simulate granular and dust particles with reasonable physical
behaviors. As for smog simulation, we acquire density and veloc-
ity distributions transforming from sand particles as initialization
when smog field has been generated, and the density should satisfy
the transition condition meeting mass conservation. Then as well
as smog density field within grid cells satisfy the accumulation
condition, quantities accumulate and tiny dust particles appear and
fall down.

4.1 Yielding Condition for Granular Material
To simulate behaviors of sand-like granular particles, we add a
external operating part right after projection step on grid through
the following steps:

First, we evaluate the strain rate tensor D in each grid cell with
standard central differences by

D = (▽u + ▽uT )/2, (7)
in which ▽u is the gradient of velocity field, and ▽uT represents
its transposition.

Then we calculate the frictional stress, wherein the particles are
flowing:

σf = −sinΦp
D√

1/3 |D|F
. (8)

Here Φ is the friction angle, p is the pressure computed in pro-
jection step, and |D|F is the Frobenius norm of D. As for static
granular particles, the frictional stress is

σr iдid = −
ρD△x2

△t
, (9)

which means the minimum stress required for rigidified particles
between two grid cells. Thus, we can determine yielding condition
for each cell by comparing the two stress:

σf < σr iдid + c, (10)
where c > 0 is the cohesion coefficient, and it is set to adjust cohe-
sion and avoid slippage. When the yielding condition is satisfied,
we then mark the grid cell as rigid and store σr iдid at that location.
Otherwise, we store the sliding frictional stress σf .

Then the two regions are treated respectively: for rigid cells, we
find all connected groups of rigid cells that are just marked, and
project the velocity field in each separate group to the space of rigid
body motions:

u(x) = ū + (x − x̄) × ω̄, (11)
where x̄ represents the centroid of the connected group, v̄ repre-
sents the average velocity, and ω̄ represents the average angular
velocity. As for all the non-rigid cells, we update velocity by

u = u′ +
△t

ρ
▽ ·σf , (12)

where σf is the stored frictional stress. Moreover, we also change
general boundary condition to frictional boundary condition. With
the velocity adjustment by using yielding condition, we turn a
common APIC fluid solver into a continuum solver for granular
particles.

4.2 Dust Smog Modeling
As for the simulation of density-based dust smog, we employ Euler-
ian based representation. We compute the density field for trans-
ferring particles, whose velocity satisfies the criteria for smog gen-
eration (Section 5.1). When smog generated, we delete the same
amount of particles and emit smog field at the same position si-
multaneously. Conservation condition is ensured through the same
initial value of density and velocity field. The velocity field of smog
density field ud is decided by
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ρ(
∂ud
∂t
+ ud · ▽ud ) = − ▽ p + f, (13)

where f is additional force. In our model, we replace this additional
force with air resistance as a user defined force. Then, we govern
the density field by

∂ρ

∂t
+ ud · ▽ρ = µ ▽2 ρ − dρ + S, (14)

where µ represents the diffusion coefficient, d represents the dissi-
pation coefficient, and S is the surrounding area in smog source.

It should be noted that, whenwe use Eulerian method to simulate
smog-like material, since the material component usually has quite
little mass and volume, which is greatly affected by the air buoyancy.
The dust smog will settle into small tiny particles under gravity
force in a long enough time period. Thus, we take gravity as an
external forces and apply it to dust smog during simulation.

5 TRANSITIONS BETWEEN PARTICLE AND
DENSITY FIELD

In this section, we expound our two-way transitions between par-
ticle state and smog state of powdered material, focusing on the
transition condition and material conservation.

5.1 Smog Generation from Particles
For powdered materials, in the case of high-speed movement, due
to air resistance and some other complex forces, the large granular
particles will break into smaller particles as tiny dusts. Moreover,
if a particle’s velocity changes rapidly, the granular particles will
also be converted to ’smog’ state directly. We simply use the par-
ticle velocity and relative velocity between one particle and its
surrounding particles:

ur elp =

����up −

∑
i ∈S miωiui∑
i ∈S miωi

���� , (15)

where S is the surrounding area in neighbor cell of particle p, and
ωi is a smooth weighting kernel.

The conversion of particle to density field occurs only on the
interface between particles and air or nearby positions. In other
world, we need to judge if at least one air cell exists near by a solid
particle. However, if one granular particle inside satisfies all the
generation condition, it will not be transferred into density field of
smog, because the air pressure around this particle is nearly con-
stant, which means there are not enough driving forces to levitate
smog, instead, it will be broken into smaller particles with smaller
diameter as tiny dust particles directly, the velocity of tiny dust is
same to its father granular particle and its mass is defined as:

mdi = a ·mi ,a ∈ [0, 0.5]. (16)

Here mdi is the mass of dust particle, a is a parameter relate
to the magnitude of velocity which should be divisible by 1, the
generated number of dust particles is 1/a so the dust generation
process satisfies mass conservation, since a ∈ [0, 0.5], it means
there are two dust particles will be generated at least. That is, we
judge for a deleted-particle whose neighbor cells have at least one
air cell for density field generation, otherwise it will split to tiny
dust particles.

Considering another situation when the overall movement of
the powdered material is intense, the relative speed in this area
may not be large, but the overall movement speed may also gen-
erate sufficient driving force to promote the transition. We set an
absolute speed threshold umax

thres as another condition for speed
conversion. When the transition occurs, in order to satisfy the mass
conservation, we convert the particles into smog field of the same
quality and corresponding density, and select adjacent cells near
the position of the particles according to the diffusion coefficient,
distribute the values proportionally to the density field of these cells
with a trilinear interpolation function. Our transition process is
developed from the handling for spray-droplet transitions of Yang
et al. [Yang et al. 2014].

In short, the transition from particle state to dust smog has
to satisfy two conditions: the first one is that the particle should
be located at the surface of the solid set or closed to the surface
cell (e.g., the position is in contact with air). The second is that
the difference between the velocity of the particle and its average
velocity reaches the relative velocity threshold ur elp or its absolute
velocity reaches the absolute velocity threshold umax

thres . When only
the second condition is satisfied, granular particle will fragment
to dust particles instead of smog. It should be noted that, both
large granular particles and tiny dust particles can generate density
field of dust smog, the only difference between them is that large
granular particles inside may transform to dust particles, but vice
versa will not happen.

5.2 Transformation between Smog and Dust
Particles

In real world, flour will eventually fall to the ground and sandstorms
without wind will also turn into dust piles, so we design a two-way
transformation framework to imitate this physics-based process of
dust accumulation.

Static smog will generate dust particles, wherein many tiny
dust particles are clustered in a tiny area, the attraction effect for
each other is similar to electrostatic attraction. These particles will
aggregate into one ormore general dust particles. This phenomenon
will occur when the density of one grid cell reaches a threshold:

ρthres = αN ρ̄ . (17)
where N is the number of cells affected when a dust particle is
transferred, ρ̄ is the density added to the grid cell when this particle
is transferred to smog, and α is a conversion coefficient used to
control the conversion threshold, which represents the density
value obtained by converting α particles into this grid cell. α > 1

N
should be satisfied to avoid the repeated and meaningless transition
within a single time step that particle transfers into dust smog
and dust smog immediately reverses back to particle. Here we set
α = 1, which facilitates mass conservation and generates particles.
However, if the density reaches ρthres and the dust smog is still
moving at a high speed, the transition will not happen in this case,
such as sandstorm. Therefore, it is also necessary to set a minimum
speed threshold umin

thres to handle this situation, which means the
upper bound of the speed at which the transition occurs.

In another case, as the movements weakens, the velocities of all
dust smog tends to be 0, which means dust smog tends to be static,
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Figure 3: The conversion relationship among granular par-
ticles, dust smog and dust particles.

here we use another condition. Since the final state of powdered
material is definitely similar to granular material, that is, immobile
particles on the ground instead of suspended smog in the air. So
we transfer all possible smog fields to dust particles when their
velocities are below precipitation threshold of ustopthres , the threshold
we set for low-velocity dust particle generation is also the minimum
velocity that smog should carry. For those whose velocities are less
than ustopthres , we consider them as dust particles-based materials
that will precipitated. Through this unified measurement, we can
realize dust accumulation with physical meaning inspired by reality.

In addition, the diffused density field of some grid cells may not
enough to accumulate into dust particles, it can be regarded as
discrete tiny dust particles that is too small to be observed by naked
eyes. As a result, we consider very few of dust smog as discrete parts
and ignore them. To explain this in reality, powdered materials can
hardly remain all quantities after movements to some extent, so it
is reasonable to regard a small part of smog as discrete part that
is dissipated. This lower density limit used here is referred to the
dissipative density rhodis to remain global conservation.

To conclude, there are two conditions for the transition from
density field to the particle state: first, the density of the cell is
greater than rhothres and the cell velocity is less than umin

thres , that
is, the dense dust smog has low speed. Second, the cell velocity is
less than ustopthres , and the cell density is greater than the dissipative
density rhodis , which means low-speed dust smog that cannot be
ignored.

It also should be noted that, in our method the dust particles
transferred directly from granular particles and generated from
smog are solved by the APIC solver as well, but it is not the same as
the original granular particles, the size of these particles is smaller
than that of the original ones. They can generate smog field, and
then be transferred back following the rules mentioned before.
In order to distinguish the two different scales of particles, the
converted tiny particles are marked as dust particles, whose mass is
determined by the conversion threshold and the conversion density.
During rendering, their particle sizes are set to be smaller than
the original granular particles, visually appearing as a fine dusts
pile. The complete conversion relationship is shown in Fig. 3, the
transition from granular particles to dust (smog and tiny particles) is
unidirectional and non-reversing, and dust smog and dust particles

have two-way flexible transition rules, which is more like the real
world scenarios.

6 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
In this section, we itemize all the steps of our method in a complete
time step, and supplement the details of our implementation.

6.1 Time Integration
The main steps of our model within each time step is shown in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Implementation of Our Integrated Framework for
Hybrid Simulation
1 Advect particles
2 Enforce external forces (gravity, wind force)
3 Map particle properties to grid
4 Solve the divergence-free velocity and incompressibility
5 Calculate and judge if the Yielding Condition in Eq. 10 is satis-
fied

6 Treat the two region differently and update their velocity using
Eq. 11 and Eq. 12

7 Compute the absolute velocity and the relative velocity
between each particle and its surrounding particles us-
ing Eq. 15

8 Apply generation of dust smog for particles and grid
cells whose relative velocity reaches the threshold

9 Update velocities and positions of particles, and apply frictional
boundary condition (Sec. 6.2)

10 Solve N-S equations to obtain dust velocity field
13 Advect density field and velocity field
14 Judge if the density and velocity of all grid cells in the

field reaches the threshold
15 Apply dust accumulation condition

6.2 Frictional Boundary Condition
We adopt frictional boundary condition to cover the friction be-
tween powdered material and other objects with solid wall bound-
aries:

uT =max(0, 1 −
µ |u · n |

|uT |
)uT , (18)

where µ is the Coulomb friction coefficient between powdered
material and boundary wall, |u · n | is the normal velocity and uT is
the tangential velocity.

7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSIONS

Our hybrid particle-grid model has been implemented with C++
and CUDA, while all experiments are run on a PC of 3.40GHz Intel
Core i7 CPU and Geforce GTX1070 GPU. All the results are ren-
dered by Blender (https://www.blender.org). And we design several
scenarios to verify the effect and reality of the simulation model.
Table 1 shows the performances and key parameters setting of our
experiments. For all experiments in this table, umin

thres = 10.0 and
ustopthres = 0.01.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Comparisons of our hybrid model. (a) Powdered material simulation with granular particles, dust smog and dust
particles; (b) Powdered material simulation with different scales of particles; (c) Granular materials simulation with single
scale of particle.

Scenes Resolutions Particles Time/Frame umax
thres ur elp

Throwing (Fig. 6) 64x64x64 240k 87.63ms - -
Sandstorm (Fig. 9) 64x64x64 400k 67.36ms 3.5 0.5
Interaction 1 (Fig. 5) 128x64x64 450k 163.17ms 1.0 0.3
Interaction 2 (Fig. 7) 128x128x64 80k 83.46ms 2.0 0.2
Interaction 3 (Fig. 1) 128x128x64 150k 131.88ms 2.0 0.2
Explosion (Fig. 8) 128x128x64 960k 187.09ms 4.3 0.8

Table 1: Parameters setting and time performances from the experimental results. Detailed parameters setting of Fig. 6 can be
found in Table 2.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Comparisons of different solvers with our hybrid model at same frames (frames 150, 250 and 350). A moving object
hits the following powdered materials with different dynamic solvers: (a) Our APIC solver. (b) FLIP solver. (c) PIC solver.
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(a) (b)

(d)(c)

Figure 6: Throwing sand to a corner with different thresh-
olds.(a) Initial state of this scene. (b) No transition from par-
ticles to smog. (c) A part of sand particles transforming to
smog density.(d) A lot of smog generated from sand parti-
cles.

Scene umin
thres umax

thres ustopthres ur elp

Fig. 6 (b) 10.0 100 − −

Fig. 6 (c) 10.0 4.3 0.01 0.8
Fig. 6 (d) 10.0 1.0 0.01 0.2

Table 2: Comparison of parameters Setting for Fig. 6 .

7.1 Comparisons and Discussions
Fig. 1 shows a scenario of interaction between powdered material
and solid model. At the same time, we illustrate the other two com-
parisons (Fig. 4), one use particles model with different scales(Fig. 4
(b)) and the other only use traditional one scale of particle which
has no transitions of both smog and dust (Fig. 4 (c)). It can be obvi-
ously seen from Fig. 4 (a), with our complete transition process, we
can imitate more realistic details.

Fig.5 illustrates the results of our hybrid powdered materials
model solved by different solvers. As powdered materials drop
down under gravity force, a object moves forward and back quite
fast to hit the particles. Fig.5 (1) shows the APIC solver we used for
all our experiments [Jiang et al. 2015]. Fig.5 (b) displays the FLIP
solver which makes particles and smog violently scattered. Fig.5 (c)
shows a result solved by PIC solver that is too smooth to make the
particle move very gently. It can be seen from these three scenarios
that benefiting from APIC, the angular momentum is conserved
during simulation, leading to better rotating and floating effects of
powdered materials.

7.2 Experiment Results
Sand Throwing.This scene shows a throwing progress with dif-
ferent parameters (Fig. 6). A pile of powdered particles is thrown
from center with an initial velocity and gravity, different transfer
thresholds parameters, we can get different phenomena. Detailed
parameter setting has been illustrated in Table 2. There shows three

behaviors of different degrees for smog generation, with extremely
high threshold umax

thres = 100, particles will not transfer to dust, and
the transfer degree can be flexibly controlled depends on different
applications.

Interaction betweenPowderedMaterial andObject.As shown
in Fig. 7, powdered materials are dropped in the air, which interact
with a static solid model in the air, and then fall to the ground. Smog
field and tiny particles generated from large granular particles dur-
ing the interactions. Since there is no external force driving, smog
soon transfers to tiny particles, and all particles drop down under
the gravity.

Dust Explosion. The powdered material in the middle of the
scene is exploding from the center of the pile of particles, like a
dust explosion in the scene. Particles fly in all directions, and the
smog has been quickly generated.

Sandstorms in Sandbox. In a 64 × 64 × 64 sandbox, the pow-
dered material has laid on the ground. Driven by an artificial tor-
nado, sand particles are rolled into the air under the influence of
a spiral wind field, like a sandstorm. As the movement becomes
more intense, a lot of smog is generated and moves along with the
sand. When the simulation progresses to a certain time point, the
wind disappears and the powdered material hits the wall, and then
slides back to the ground, dust smog gradually deposits as tiny dust
particles and drop down to the ground.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we have presented a novel hybrid particle-grid model
to simulate powdered material based on APIC method. Our model
produces vivid visual effects for powdered materials in a critical
state, which can not be realized by previous granular material
simulation methods. By combining and coupling APIC and Eulerian
methods, different states of powdered materials can be simulated
simultaneously and flexibly transit to each other in a physics-based
way. Our model is supportive to a variety of powder behaviors,
including flowing on the ground, floating in the air and exploding
with high velocity, and so on.

Our work may be the first attempt to model and simulate pow-
dered material in a critical state with different materials. There are
still some limitations cannot be ignored. Among the transforma-
tion from particles to smoke and smoke to particles, our simplified
model considers only the inheritance of velocities. However, since
the mass differences of different materials are quite huge and the
generation of smoke density field is not strict conservation, our
simulation is hard to ensure the global conservation of momentum.
What’s more, the optimization of the threshold adjustment mecha-
nism is also feasible. At present, we are using manual adjustment
for the threshold of two-way transformation. Taking into account
the properties of powdered material as a function of its particle
size, dynamically adjustable thresholds during simulation is more
conducive to improve the realism of powdered material behaviors.
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Figure 7: Pouring sand onto a solid model hanging in the air, sand particles interact with solid to generate dust smog and dust
particles.

Figure 8: A cloud of grained sand-like materials explode in a sandbox.
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Figure 9: Sandstorm in a sandbox. Powdered material has been rolled into the air due to the spiral wind, dust smog and dust
particles occur as the particles rotate, when wind force comes to 0, the powdered material hits the wall boundary, and smog
gradually deposits as dust particles and falls down.
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